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Executive Summary

Relationships will be key to 
success in 2022.

Contractors’ strategies 
are focused on providing 
value beyond price. In fact, 
many contractors actively 
avoided price‑only tenders 
in 2021, as higher than 
expected inflation made 
this a high‑risk approach.

Contractors want to 
engage as early as possible 
with the client team.  
This will ensure that 
potential risks are properly 
identified early on.

Communication and 
risk‑sharing builds trust, 
and ensures everyone 
takes responsibility for 
delivering the best possible 
outcome in the face of 
ongoing uncertainty.

There is a move away 
from single‑stage fixed 
price contracts. Instead, 
contractors are favouring a 
two‑stage approach.

The industry is striving 
for a shared, collaborative 
market — one where 
everyone benefits.

Construction activity 
increased in 2021, but 
was still not yet back at 
pre‑pandemic levels.  
This is set to change 
in 2022.

Inflation in 2021 caught 
main contractors off 
guard. They are estimating 
a 4.2 per cent jump in 
inflation this year — more 
than quadruple the amount 
they predicted at the start 
of 2020.

Trade contractors are 
unwilling to fix prices for any 
substantial period of time. 
This risk is being carried 
by the main contractor, or 
is otherwise passed on to 
the developer.

Despite inflation, 
contractors are positive 
about the future. As of 
early 2022, order books 
are almost full for the 
year ahead.
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After two years of fragmentation and 
disruption, contractors told us that 
relationships will be key to success 
in 2022. They are deeply aware of the 
importance of their position in the 
construction ecosystem, acting as 
the vital link in the chain between the 
client, subcontractors and suppliers.

The political, economic and 
social environment is still volatile. 
Collaboration will help the industry 
overcome this: openly sharing 
opportunities, problems and 
information up and down the project 
chain could make the difference 
between successful projects and 
projects which fail. Communication 
and risk‑sharing between all parties 

builds trust, and helps to ensure 
everyone takes responsibility for 
delivering the best possible outcome 
in the face of ongoing uncertainty. 

The pandemic years were 
characterised by unpredictability. 
In these conditions, a scarcity 
mindset set in, leading to more 
reactive decision‑making and 
short‑term thinking. But the 
industry has moved on from 
survival mode. It’s ready to move 
forward. Contractors are looking 
outwards, adapting and building 
upon the lessons they learnt in the 
pandemic. The result? A smarter, 
stronger industry poised to meet the 
opportunities and challenges of 2022 
head‑on.

What do main contractors feel about risk right now?  
How full are their order books for 2022, and beyond? Are their 
needs, expectations and behaviours changing to meet the 
challenges ahead? AECOM’s London Main Contractor Survey 
seeks to answer these questions. The data and information 
in this report is gathered from our comprehensive survey 
of tier 1 and tier 2 main contractors working in the Greater 
London market over the past year. 

Figure 1: Sector representation 
of main contractors who 
participated in this survey
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But the industry 
has moved on 
from survival 
mode. It’s ready 
to move forward. 
Contractors are 
looking outwards, 
adapting and 
building upon the 
lessons they learnt 
in the pandemic. 
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New build projects outpaced 
refurbishments last year, as new 
builds put on hold in 2020 returned 
to the market. As this backlog of 
projects is now being worked through, 
contractors are now free to plan for 
the years ahead. 

In the residential space, build to 
rent was a key driver of business. 
In contrast, contractors reported 
a reduction in super prime activity. 
In the commercial office space, 
contractors received enquiries for 
large‑scale (£50m+) new build offices, 
as well as cut‑and‑carve projects. 

Construction activity increased in 2021, but was 
still not yet back at pre-pandemic levels. This is 
set to change in 2022, as Coronavirus and Brexit 
restrictions resolve barring any impact from 
Omicron. Order books are filling up fast, with 
contractors reporting a positive outlook for the 
next two years.

After two years of home working, 
people are asking for part of their 
working week to be office‑based, 
reflecting a wider desire for a return 
to ‘business as usual’. 

The new build market may have 
bounced back, but refurbs are not 
going away. 2020 and 2021 gave 
clients time to re‑consider their 
attitudes towards their existing 
stock. Awareness of the high levels 
of embodied and emitted carbon 
inherent to building and demolitions 
led  several developers to choose 
to refurbish existing buildings rather 
than take down and build new ones. 

Market update

Developers are continuing 
to lead the drive for 
decarbonisation of 
the industry. Industry‑wide 
decarbonisation can’t 
be achieved in silos; 
collaboration will be vital 
to the speed and efficacy of 
our efforts.  

 − Industrial production 
shutdowns  

 − National lockdowns 
 − Disruption to people 

aspect of production  
 − Logistics with 

containers stranded 
in the wrong parts of 
the world

 − Demographics 
 − Workforce
 − Supply chain 

business models
 − Debt load 
 − Working capital stress

 − US dollar 
 − Federal Reserve 

unwinding QE etc. 
 − Rising interest rates 
 − Stronger USD and 

knock‑on to paired 
currencies

 − Gas flow to Europe − Migration
 − Red tape

Coronavirus Brexit RussiaLong standing 
issues

Global financial 
conditions

Figure 2: Disruptive global factors in 2021
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Developers are continuing to lead 
the drive for decarbonisation 
of the industry. Industry‑wide 
decarbonisation can’t be achieved 
in silos; collaboration will be vital 
to the speed and efficacy of our 
efforts. We will all need to work 
together — from client to consultants, 
main contractor, trade contractors 
and the wider supply chain. 

There is a wealth of knowledge, 
experience and opportunity 
contained within each of these parts 
of the industry. Tapping these deep 
wells of expertise to dramatically cut 
carbon output will be a key focus in 
2022. Importantly, with rapidly filling 
order books, contractors can afford to 
be choosy with the clients they work 
with. They will seek out clients whose 
values and sustainability targets align 
with their own. 

It makes sense to let these packages early 
as direct contracts to de‑risk the site and to 
take advantage of the competitive nature of 
these trades. 

With these trades, large investments and 
established relationships are often needed 
to secure orders. Communication is key, as 
availability can change quickly — concrete 
frames trades, for example, had high 
availability in 2020. 

Beyond carbon, the high levels of 
inflation seen in 2021 means trade 
contractors are now unwilling to fix 
their prices for any substantial period 
of time. 

A wide range of local and international 
forces drove inflation up in 2021 
including Brexit, Coronavirus and 
global financial conditions — and we 
are set for continued unpredictability 
in early 2022. 

This risk is being carried by the main 
contractor, or is otherwise passed 
on to the developer. Once again, the 
solution lies in solid relationships. 
Main contractors are engaging with 
their trusted supply chain partners 
first, to ensure they can deliver as 
much price security as possible and 
tender with confidence.  

 − Groundworks / demolition
 − Piling
 − MEP contractors 
 − Lift trade contractors

 − Façade and cladding trades 
 − Concrete frame — a change from 

2020, when there was high availability
 − Brickwork 
 − Drylining
 − Joinery

High Availability Low Availability

Figure 3: Current contractor availability
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What happened over this time period? 
2017 and 2018, at 62 per cent and 
64 per cent respectively, reflected the 
natural state of the market. In 2019 the 
rate rose to 75 per cent, a rate which 
was maintained in 2020 — dropping in 
2021 to 49 per cent. This is reflective 
of a busy market where contractors 
do not need to submit as many 
tenders for work. (Figure 4)

This trend is borne out in what tier 1 
contractors told us. In 2020, these 
contractors were willing to consider 
tier 2 projects as they jostled to 
secure work — but as construction 
and tier 1 opportunities picked back 
up in 2021, this trend abated. Tier 2 
contractors reported a slightly 
higher level of competition in 2021 
compared to tier 1. This is set to 
cool as tier 1 no longer consider 
tier 2 projects.

In 2021, the rate of tendering opportunities — or 
the number of tenders invited to, versus number 
of tenders submitted per contractor — sat at 
49 per cent. Similar rates have not been since 
2016 (48 per cent). 

Figure 4: Rate of tendering opportunities by main contractors 
(# of tenders invited to # of tenders submitted) 

Providing value beyond price: 
tendering in 2022
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Contractors’ strategies are now 
focused on providing value beyond 
price. In fact, many contractors 
actively avoided price‑only tenders 
in 2021, as higher than expected 
inflation made this a high‑risk 
approach. The most commonly 
cited strategy to secure work 
for 2022 is on developing and 
nurturing relationships. 

Contractors are choosing clients 
and projects which suit their needs 
and capabilities, rather than taking 
a more risk‑accepting approach. 
The goal is to create long‑term, repeat 
business — a natural hedge against 
short‑term volatility. This is reflected 
in a focus on negotiated tenders with 
key clients.  

Contractors are concentrating on 
providing wide‑ranging value to 
developers, and getting a foot in the 
door early.

The result? Contractors won 
33 per cent of opportunities in 
2021, up from 23 per cent in 2020 
and in line with 31.4 per cent in 
2019. It seems that being careful 
and selective is working. Looking 
ahead, clients may need to court 
contractors — rather than the other 
way around. However, if higher than 
expected inflation continues and 
causes developers to place projects 
on hold, this could push contractors 
back into a competitive market in 
2022. (Figure 5)

Figure 5: Opportunities won 
from 2019 to 2021

Figure 6: Top key factors that 
influence a decision to submit 
a tender

31.4%

23%

33%

2019

2020

2021

The most commonly 
cited strategy to 
secure work for 2022 
is on developing 
and nurturing 
relationships.

The client
90%

Probability of success
70%

Amount of other tenderers

Project type
55%

65%
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Two stage and two stage hybrid 
models made up 71 per cent of our 
tier 1 response, up from 67 per cent 
last year. Tier 1 contractors are 
turning away from single stage 
contracts after getting burnt on 
pricing during the volatile period 
of inflation during the pandemic. 

Across tiers, an uncertain supply chain and trade 
contractor market means contractors feel risk averse. 
This is leading to a move away from single-stage fixed 
price contracts. Instead, contractors are favouring both 
a two-stage and hybrid approach, where time can be 
spent on warming up the trades and setting up strategic 
purchasing programmes with the supply chain.

Refurbishment projects also favour 
a two‑stage approach. Even tier 2 
contractors, normally more amenable 
to single‑stage, are feeling wary due 
to inflation risk. We expect less single 
stage procurement in 2022. 

2022, the time for two-stage: 
procurement in a risk-averse market

Figure 7: Tier 1 procurement split
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Figure 8: Tier 2 procurement split

Nevertheless, single stage 
contracts are still common. How to 
successfully procure via single stage 
in 2022? Ensure your tender pack of 
information is bulletproof. This may 
mean extending the design period 
by a month or two, but the extra time 
spent on design work can often be 
won back on through the associated 
efficiencies on site.

When procuring on a two‑stage 
basis, engage with the contractor 
sooner rather than later. Consider 
the increasingly popular hybrid route, 
whereby larger ‘early’ packages are 
purchased upfront. This allows the 
design work for the later packages 
to be further developed with a 
contractor on board. 

For refurbs, always consider two 
stage and require the contractor 
to do as much of the exploratory 
work upfront as part of the 
pre‑construction services agreement. 
This can significantly cut costs and 
time once you are in contract. 

It’s interesting to note that tier 2 
contractors are also dipping further 
into the framework market, driven 
by plentiful opportunities emerging 
through the framework channels. 

How are contractors 
factoring risk into their 
tender price in 2022? 

 − Far and away, the 
biggest risk driver is 
the quality of tender 
documentation, 
with 58 per cent of 
respondents citing 
this as having the 
biggest impact 
on price. 

 − Onerous contractual 
conditions and 
project complexity 
scored highly. 

 − Fluctuating price 
materials and 
requirements to 
fix prices for long 
periods were also 
flagged as key 
risk drivers.
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Burnt fingers: 2021’s inflation 
spike is colouring contracts

Figure 9: London Commercial Tender Prce Inflation

Many contractors spent 2021 taking a tough 
hit on the fixed price contracts they bid on in 
2020 — back when they were uncertain of their 
future pipeline, and targeted certain projects at 
a very competitive rate in order to keep business 
ticking over. The combination of already-tight 
budgets due to bidding competitively and 
unexpected high inflation was a double blow. 

Annual percentage change  
baseline forecast + 50/70/90% probability distribtions
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Inflation in 2021 caught main 
contractors off guard. They are 
now estimating a 4.2 per cent jump 
in inflation in 2022 — more than 
quadruple the amount they predicted 
at the start of 2020 (1 per cent).  
(See table 1)

This pessimistic outlook will be 
reflected in bids going forwards. 
Simply put, contractors and their 
supply chain will no longer accept 
blind risk or fail to price in the risk  
of a cost spike. 

We will all need to work together 
to manage inflation in order to get 
projects safely over the line in the 
coming year. In order to mitigate 
the raw material costs and labour 
shortages, contractors told us 
that they want to get involved on 
projects as early as possible, either 
via a two‑stage or a negotiated 
procurement route. This will allow 
them time to effectively manage their 
resources and secure the right trade 
contractors for the specific project. 
A two‑stage approach also allows 
inflation to be managed throughout 
the contract, rather than committing 
to a fixed price upfront.

Figure 10: Drivers of inflation Figure 11: Material price increase for 2021

Table 1: Inflation jump

 − Raw material costs  
 − Skilled labour costs  
 − Demand and supply in  

market place 
 − Staff availability (European  

and Local) 
 − Coronavirus  
 − Being asked to price for risk in 

order to eliminate risk for  
the client

 − Major infrastructure schemes 
( HS2 etc )

Forecast year AECOM TPI 
(as at Jan 22)

Contactors 
Forecast

2019 1.70%

2020 ‑2.50%

2021 4.50% 1.00%

2022 3.50% 4.20%

2023 3.30% 4.00%

2024 3.00% 3.80%

Reference BEIS
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For clients, in‑depth communication 
with contractors from the outset of 
a project provides direct access to 
their supply chain. With relationship 
building and strategic planning such 
as forward purchasing, value can be 
unlocked and price unpredictability 
can be mitigated. 

In 2021, building cost inflation 
outstripped tender price inflation, with 
the gap representing a potential loss 
for contractors’ margin. This means 
it is important to set realistic 
programmes and budgets — ones 
which don’t lead to issues further 
down the line. Clients should give 
contractors the opportunity to make a 
profit, working on the assumption and 
expectation that they will deliver on 
time and on budget (Figure 12)

Figure 12: Building cost and tender price inflation: 12-month rate of change (%) 
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tender price index building cost index

Tender price index compiled from analysis of tenders received by AECOM: reflects prices paid by
building clients, inclusive of preliminaries, overheads, profits and discounts.
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After two years 
of home working, 
people are asking 
for part of their 
working week to 
be office‑based, 
reflecting a wider 
desire for a return 
to ‘business 
as usual’.
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Despite inflation, contractors are positive about the future. 
They have good reason to be; as of early 2022, order books 
are almost full for the year. Next year is also looking healthy, 
with tier 1 contractors reporting that they are at 48 per cent 
capacity for 2023 already. 

Busy books are allowing 
contractors to invest in  
people and tech

Across tier 1 and tier 2, all contractors 
expect an increase in predicted 
revenue for 2022 and 2023 (Table 2). 
All companies expect to hire more 
directly employed staff, too. Rather 
than cutting payroll — a move seen 
during the panicked, early days of the 
pandemic — a more confident outlook 
means contractors are looking for 
more innovative ways to streamline 
their business, maximise profit and to 
create efficiencies. These include:

 − Adopting digitisation. 
Contractors are willing to invest 
in better technology and to 
digitise processes to deliver 
operational efficiencies. 

 − Returning to core strengths. 
This in turn means contractors are 
targeting ‘best fit’ projects which 
are aligned with their capabilities. 
Quality is more important 
than quantity.

 − Prioritising great client delivery. 
This could look like facilitating 
stronger relationships between 
the client and the supply chain; 
setting realistic budgets and 
expectations; or providing added 
value through knowledge sharing 
with the client.

 − Being a business people want 
to work for. The global ‘Great 
Resignation’ of 2021 saw millions 
of people leave jobs that no 
longer aligned with their values 
and the way they want to work. 
In the UK, almost one in four 
workers are actively planning to 
switch employers during early 
2022.  Workers in construction 
are particularly confident about 
being able to find a better role.  
Businesses are pivoting to hybrid 
working, flexible hours and 
demonstrable action on carbon 
and ESG goals in order to hold on 
to and attract talent. 

Table 2: Work secured for 2022 - 2024

Tier 1 Tier 2 Total

2022 85.00% 75.00% 80.00%

2023 48.00% 38.00% 43.00%

2024 20.00% 17.00% 18.50%
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So, contractors are feeling good. 
But what are the challenges? 
Coronavirus had a strong impact on 
business in 2021, and the Omicron 
variant proved that we are not out 
of the woods yet. But the virus is 
no longer a new problem, and the 
associated risks have been priced 
into jobs. Instead, it is Brexit which is 
perceived to be the bigger risk factor 
in 2022 (See table 3). 

Brexit has a correlation with the 
inflation woes we are currently 
experiencing in the supply market. 
Import and export duty has risen, and 
lead times have jumped due to the 
delays and paperwork associated 
with material coming in from Europe. 
Limited availability of labour is driving 
up the cost of good labour. If the 
labour and material effects continue, 
contractors will likely change their 
answer from ‘minor to ‘significant’ 
next year. 

Table 3: Effects of Coronavirus and Brexit

Item Which has had 
the greater 
impact on your 
business over 
the past 12 
months?

Which do you 
expect to have 
the greater 
impact on your 
business over the 
next 12 months?

Coronavirus 84% 42%

Brexit 16% 47%

None 11%

Item Is your business 
still experiencing 
effects from 
Coronavirus?

Is your business 
still experiencing 
effects from 
Brexit?

Minor effects 84% 58%

Significant effects 11% 32%

None 5% 11%

But the virus is 
no longer a new 
problem, and the 
associated risks 
have been priced 
into jobs. Instead, 
it is Brexit which is 
perceived to be the 
bigger risk factor 
in 2022. 
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In your experience, how was the “extra” cost 
for delays etc. associated with COVID 
apportioned across your projects?

Main contractor

Shared between
client and contractor

Client

63%
32%

5%

How did contractors mitigate 
these risks in 2021? 

How did contractors deal with the 
triple challenge of coronavirus, Brexit 
and inflation in 2021? By placing a 
specific focus on working with trade 
contractors and their supply chain 
to effectively manage risk, and to 
navigate the turbulent time hand in 
hand. When asked, clients did step 
up to the plate to assist contractors 
when they hit difficulties. However, in 
many instances, where a contractor 
was in a fixed priced contract, they 
took the financial hit, with the attitude 
of delivering for the client at all 
costs — and the hope of in doing 
so, securing future business with 
the client.    

How do contractors intend 
to mitigate inflation risk 
going forward?

In 2022, contractors will continue 
to stay close and communicative 
with their supply chain and trade 
organisations. Where possible, 
contractors would prefer to engage 
as early as possible with the client 
team, in order to properly plan the 
project. This will ensure that potential 
risks are properly identified early on, 
with solutions found ahead of time. 
The contractor will have the benefit 
of foresight, to navigate any risks 
and the opportunity to maintain any 
margin. Contractors will likely seek to 
agree advance payments to secure 
material at the best price. Where 
this is not achievable, fixing of prices 
will continue to be an unassigned 
risk which will likely be carried by 
the client. 

Figure 13: Inflation jump

Where possible, 
contractors would 
prefer to engage as 
early as possible 
with the client 
team, in order to 
properly plan the 
project. This will 
ensure that potential 
risks are properly 
identified early on, 
with solutions found 
ahead of time. 
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Coronavirus had a 
strong impact on 
business in 2021, 
including a last roll 
of the dice with the 
introduction of the  
Omicron variant. 
But the virus is no 
longer a new problem, 
and the associated 
risks have been priced 
into jobs.
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Conclusion: A communicative, 
collaborative, carbon-cutting 
industry isn’t a pipe dream

Many employees spent 2021 considering who 
they work for, and why. The industry at large did, 
too. As a result, we are now witnessing a careful, 
considered approach to pricing, procuring and 
executing projects. The best-in-class are taking 
their time to understand a project from the 
outset, honouring their existing relationships, 
and are aiming to build trust and respect within 
new ones. 
In practice, this looks like conscious, 
careful procurement. It means 
investing in a watertight tender pack. 
It requires consideration of carbon 
from day one of a project, across 
every element and stakeholder. 
It means making smart decisions, 
such as taking advantage of current 
areas of high trade availability to 
offset low areas. 

How does this impact on project 
delivery? The client receives the 
desired final product on time and in 
budget. The contractor, meanwhile, 
can effectively manage the delivery 
from start to finish and walks away 
with an adequate profit and a boosted 
relationship with the client. Risk is 
effectively managed in a collaborative 
approach amongst all stakeholders, 
from client to the broader supply 
chain. The result — a win‑win for the 
industry at large.

When making forecasts for the 
years ahead, it is always tempting 
to talk about a ‘client’s market’ or 
a ‘contractor’s market’. What if we 
strived for a shared, collaborative 
market instead — one where 
everyone benefits? 

Some would call this idealistic, 
especially after the struggles of the 
pandemic. Yet the communication, 
collaboration and compromise 
demonstrated by the market in 
2021 — skills which are often 
undervalued in business — shows 
that such an approach is not just 
possible. It is already happening. 

One contractor reminded us of this 
quote, attributed to Benjamin Franklin: 
“The bitterness of poor quality 
remains long after the sweetness of 
cheapest price is forgotten.” 

In 2022, price is no longer the key 
metric of value.

What if we 
strived for 
a shared, 
collaborative 
market instead 
— one where 
everyone 
benefits? 

Figure 14: How to drive collaboration 
between client, main contractor and 
supply chain

 − De‑risk the site

 − Cover off inflation through 
clever supply chain 
engagement. 

 − Contractor involvement 
from an early stage.
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About AECOM

AECOM is the world’s trusted infrastructure consulting 
firm, delivering professional services throughout the 
project lifecycle — from planning, design and engineering 
to program and construction management. On projects 
spanning transportation, buildings, water, new energy and 
the environment, our public‑ and private‑sector clients 
trust us to solve their most complex challenges. Our teams 
are driven by a common purpose to deliver a better world 
through our unrivaled technical expertise and innovation, a 
culture of equity, diversity and inclusion, and a commitment 
to environmental, social and governance priorities. 
AECOM is a Fortune 500 firm and its Professional Services 
business had revenue of $13.3 billion in fiscal year 2021. See 
how we are delivering sustainable legacies for generations 
to come at aecom.com and @AECOM.
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